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        Wild Colours - Exciting colours from Natural Dyes
Like 5K people like this. Be the first of your friends.

 

Wild Colours natural dyes > Red dyes > dyeing with madder roots

Dyeing with Madder roots
Madder roots produce a variety of reds including
orange reds, brick red, blood red and fiery reds.
The colour depends on the soil the roots where
grown, their age, the mineral content of the water
used for dyeing, the temperature of the dye pot,
and how much madder you use in relation to the
fibre. You can dye with madder either cold or with
heat. Add chalk and avoid high temperature to get
better reds. Several dyers recommend mordanting
the wool just with alum, not using cream of tartar
as well. I prefer to use wool that is mordanted in
the usual way with both alum and cream of tartar
but you might like to experiment. Soak the fibres
overnight or for a few hours before adding them to
the dye pot for both hot and cold dyeing.

  
Which chalk should I use?

 Madder dye produces better colours in hard water. To achieve a good red you need to add chalk in the
form of calcium carbonate. The chalk sold in outdoor shops for rock climbing (magnesium carbonate) is
not the right type of chalk, neither is school board chalk (calcium sulphate) or agricultural lime (calcium
hydroxide). Dissolve the chalk with a little hot water before adding it to the dye pot. 
 
What you need to start:

100 grams dried madder roots (or 700 grams of
fresh madder roots)
100 grams mordanted fibre (50 grams for darker reds or 300 grams for lighter colours)
7 to 10 litres of water
6 grams calcium carbonate (chalk)

Then,
  

1. Prepare your madder roots (next page)
  

2. Dye with the prepared madder roots (opens a new page)
  

     Dye with madder dye using heat
  

     Cold dye with madder roots
  

3. Dye with madder extract (opens a new page)
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Indigo dye kit!

Wild Fibres -
natural fibres for
felting, spinning &
dyeing!

Wild Paper
handmade paper
for printing, artists
& gift wrap

Special Delivery -
Buy here!

  

How to contact us:-
 Wild Colours natural dyes

 Studio 319, Scott House, Gibb St, The Custard Factory, Gibb
St, Birmingham B9 4DT, UK

 
Contact Teresinha for enquiries

 Tel:    +44 (0)7979 770865
 email: info@wildcolours.co.uk

[search] [Contact us] [Ordering] [International] [About us] [Site map] [Links]
 

UK Postage £4.95p on orders up to £70 in value & free over £70 in UK

Delivery to Europe + rest of World click here
  

Special & Next Day Delivery

Last updated on 16 January 2018
 Website & photos by Mike Roberts ©2006-18 Wild Colours natural dyes
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